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Underlying desires
Two desires animated the organisation of this conference and we hope that this
documentation can further contribute to develop responses to them : a) wanting to
create a community of early career, practice-based researchers in design; b) wanting to
experiment with a conference format that could bring out modes of engagement that
suite the complexity of practice-based research.
Moreover, we would here like to point out that animated by these two desires, we also wanted
to organise a conference giving equal space to male and female researchers because despite
the fact that many PhD students in design are today female, role models still tend to be male.
Vibrant discussions & shared questions
Having had almost 90 design researchers signing up for the two-day conference was for us an
energising sign that our desires were resonating with others. And in fact, the two days we
spent together presenting and discussing proved exciting and vibrant. Lots of shared questions
were brought to the fore - which we believe will shape the processes, outcomes and impacts
of practice-based design research in the years to come. But see for yourself on the next pages.
Immediate outcomes
To keep the discussions and developments going between the conference participants, we
established a PhD by Design mailing list. This can be used for discussions, to share
resources, to announce events, to recommend readings and much more.
If you are not yet signed up to that list, you can do so by emailing us at:
phdbydesign@gold.ac.uk
The next steps from our side will be the following:
• the organisation of the second PhD by Design conference in autumn 2015, which will build
on this year’s experience.
• the organisation of PhD by Design study days at other UK institutions to elaborate in more
depth on some of the issues that emerged
• within the PhD programme at Goldsmiths, we are introducing smaller, internal events to
work through some of the issues that have surfaced through the conference
If being part of the conference has inspired you to change anything at your institution,
please let us know.

Thank you
Last but not least, we would again like to thank everyone who has been part of the
conference and contributed to making it an energising event.
Maria Portugal, Bianca Elzenbaumer, Alison Thomson
Conference organisers
December 2014

THOUGHTS AND COMMENTS ON THE CONFERENCE BY PARTICIPANTS

MESSY INTRODUCTIONS
“It was long enough to get insight and not too long to lose engagement.”
“I thought it was a great way to get insights into people’s practice but involve a discussion also. Best of both so to speak.”
“I enjoyed both listening and presenting in this format.”
______
5 MINUTE PRESENTATIONS:
“It really made me think about my work and how to contextualise it in such a short space of time. It has really helped,
even in the few days after!”
“Yes - very good it made me look at my research afresh and hopefully present it in a clear and succinct way”
“I found it a good opportunity to develop some of the emerging stuff in my research. This meant that I was able to say
“I think this is happening” even though I have yet to ground these issues in academic theory. I was very nervous immediately
before my presentation. This is a good sign as it meant that despite the informal set up people were taking it seriously.”
______
BRINING PRACTICE IN AN INFORMAL WAY
“It meant it remained a non-judgemental and open format. Really really helpful and not threatening. Any disruption felt constructive
and of genuine curiosity which suits me way better than aggressive questioning for disrcuptives-sake.”
“The informal and friendly environment was the best part of the event. Thank you for being so welcoming and
providing such environment.”
“In my opinion, PhD By design conference was like a workshop rather than conference. The nature of PbR is always incomplete, and we
always cope with anxiety or uncertainty. We need to be honest about “struggle” and “messiness” of each project in order to exchange
our problematic situations and to obtain insights for implementation of the practices. Accordingly, workshop style works better than
formal conference format in which presenters are likely to be demanded to assert deterministic outcomes. Surprisingly, the “style” was
informal but the programme was well structured. Bravo.”
“Finally dealing with real issue and not only presentation the “pretty” parts in a dry manner, just like with every other conference.”
______
WHAT IS THE MAIN THING YOU HAVE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE CONFERENCE?
“The comfort of knowing I’m in a community of practice.”
“Good contacts, a renewed enthusiasm and sense of purpose for my own research.”
“That we need to have more “occasions” to confront each other about the design research”
“Conversations and discussions within the sessions were really rich. This would be the highlight of the conference for me.”

Questions Submitted
by the participants
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SESSION 1

DOING/MAKING/PLANNING

Is the current popularity of ‘craftism’ undermining or empowering
social action through making?

How do we distinguish between design as a practice that leads
research, and research as the practice of design?

What is the reciprocal catalyst for mindful inquiry when
making textiles?

How good do design artefacts have to look to be effective?
What is a good way of involve other practitioners into my creation
process?

How could design research meet industrial needs and timing,
without losing its disruptive and long-term vision?
Which are the milestones process to organize a design research?
How can we work between disciplines without the risk of
being ignored?
What happens when a workshop doesn’t go as planned?
Can improvisation lead to a more meaningful output?
How do I best structure and plan writing/reading/making
time within my PhD?

What counts as practice?
[for example: do visual maps of thinking count as practice?]
Can I use my prototype model to inspire children’s participatory
design without constraining their imaginative designs?
Does the practice of designing learning experiences and
components of the learning environment count as practice-based
research?
Which are the more effective design instruments and
methodology in a multidisciplinary research group?

How do we balance the various elements of the research/design
process and academic requirements to allow enough time and
space for ‘proper’ design?

How can I meaningfully combine the messy, intuitive and
unregulated ways of developing design projects I am used to,
with the thorough methodical and disciplined approach I feel is
required to satisfactorily complete a PhD?

What is a good balance/proportion between the rational (reading
and writing academic papers) and the praxis (practical
experiments and output) of the project?

Can we ensure ethical conduct when engaging vulnerable groups
with cultural probes or critical design artefacts (i.e. not put them at
risk of emotional pain)?

How do we write our practice-based ”maker” position into the
research, claiming the position from inside and not as an objective
onlooker?

Does the design project have its own autonomy apart from the
author’s reflection? If so, would this then be judged away from the
found knowledge?

What are the potentials of disruptive and inter-disciplinary
practices for the production of fashion?

How to incorporate multiple audiences and their feedback into the
making process?

How can we, as researchers rigorously document our practical
research in an effective and useful way?

What tactics and strategies can be used to develop a theoretical
approach that is informed by practice but avoids academic
reification?

How can we accommodate and give account for creative leaps,
oblique approaches or magical thinking within the research
process?

Is it possible to separate production and reception while creating
research images?

Has anyone experience of doing a practice-based PhD with a
company? If so, how do you manage the demands of academic
rigour with ‘business’ timelines?
How can we support the use of creative practices, such as the
incomplete or tacit, as contributions to, or as tools for inquiry?
Designing debates, testing out new formats for public dissent,
research through designed debates
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How can design researchers establish a better exchange of ideas or
establish a better collaborative practice?
In a PhD by design, to what degree is planning part of the practice
as much as the doing and making?
How does your practice talk to your thesis?

What is the relationship between product design practice and
research?
How to best plan for balancing theory and practice?
What are the boundaries drawn between practice-led and
practice-based research? Are these terms still useful?
Has anyone created a typology of Design PhD’s and the extent to
which these PhD’s adopt structures, concepts and priorities from
other disciplines?
How does the financing/procurement type impact the end
product/design?
What are the latent aspects of people’s relations and values
towards plastic waste, daily disposal habits and civic waste
management services?

research is practised - in terms of both process & resulting
artefacts?
How can we build a multidisciplinary network to share the
different necessary competences?
Can the practice based research build upon/ reflect on academic
theories and what form does this reflection take (written or can it
be another form)?
Furthermore, if you use tools that require programming skills,
should you be able to also build them?
How to analyse the relationship between textural and physical
expressions of participants ideas in a workshop context?

What form and format should the co-design approach take?

What do you consider to be the best way to methodologically
explain a practice-based research that focuses on both
quantitative and qualitative analisys?

How do I explore technology/’smart’ materials in order to solve
cultural questions?

How can we shift the focus of design (research) from ‘making
things’ to ‘making things happen’?

How do we evaluate outcome of practice-based research?

How resolved do my fictional artefacts need to be and is
collection of them enough to form my practice based work?

How can I develop my practice-based research methods?
When I draw paused frames from documentary film is this a
way of quoting using images rather than words?
How do you evaluate the value of design in causing change?
The value “demsico” is used to enhance the efficiency of
behaviour in social and territorial contexts, creating scenarios
where the behaviour of a single individual promotes well-being
for the community and vice versa.
How do behaviours driven by design become models of
development that can be shared?
How to plan scenarios where institutions, public and private,
provide not only services but also design-driven behaviours?
When working with vulnerable young demographics, how
participatory can participatory design methods truly be?
How can we explain the blurred line between making and doing as
part of our practice as a designer and making and doing to further
the research?

When collecting data. How do we balance between collecting data
with the aim of improving the design solution and collecting with
the aim of validating that the design solution works in the
situation?
Has anyone any advice on strategies or possibilities in order to
develop technical support & skills in relation to digital interactive
media?
How can practice-based approach be used to find new
opportunities for emerging technologies that do not yet have a
specified use-context or pre-defined user groups?
How do I successfully recruit a small sample of high quality
and reliable participants (local community members of the
Northern Quarter, Manchester) without a) choosing only the
really keen folk who are wonderfully creative, optimistic and ‘pro
design’ or, b) scaring really interesting and less pro-design folk
away with the participatory and experimental nature of the
inclusion of design in/through the research?
What is the best way to plan when pursuing an emerging
methodology?

Can objects be research or does the research lie in the ‘babble’ that
surrounds the things?

How can I record and share the creative process?

Does Arts practice as research lead to the creation of new ciritical
perspectives, rather than the discovery of pre-existing ‘facts’?

How to gather stakeholders outside from academia to support
participatory action research when there is no immediate short
term return?

How do you balance the importance of the experience of working
with people with the ways you record it?

How to involve people with cognitive impairments in the
design process and what to look for in their collaboration?

How is digital technology changing the ways in which design

What is the role of design intuition in research and how should
it be used?
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How do we assist academic staff registrations of real-world
problem solving, design practice-based research with industry
collaborators?
What specific kind of knowledge can be produced by a design
researcher that makes her own analytical tools of inquiry instead
of using existing ones ?
Can promoting multi-voicedness in Design help reveal new
insights that can be valuable to finding ways to complement
existing healthcare models?
How to plan the design activity involved other designers?
Can the visual documentation of design research be described as
practice?
What are the rubrics of assessing the aesthetic worth of
improvisation in performance?
Do designers ‘prove’ something through design research?
What is a good strategy for applying for a grant/project with a
good research question when in a practise-based research
processes the real research question often appears only after
you´ve already started your research?
How can I use eTextiles to support education about intimate
care and promote female pelvic fitness as a preventative health
practice?
To what extent should thought or calculating thinking, be part of
the process of design?
How to think about the multiple roles of the designer-researcher?
How to consider individual creativity/uncertainty
nonreproducibility in practice-led research process?
What are the pros and cons of taking a bricolage approach to
practice-led design planning and research?
What type of collaboration model can service design create in
private sphere to provide job opportunities for highly-skilled
individuals in a time of crisis ?
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SESSION 2

What value may there be in involving participants in blogging
/ forum posts to share their responses to text, installations and the
research experience?
How can this catalyst be crafted into new knowledge for textile
practitioners?
Which are the best ways to disseminate design research? Are
traditional scientific journals an effective tool?
Is really the scientific article the right tool for the dissemination of
the design research studies?
How can we ensure that the space between theoretical and
practice based work isn’t so wide that the work is irrelevant?
When designing in uncertainty, how can the designer manage
clients’ and her own expectations of the outcomes?
How do I effectively disseminate my thesis and practical work to a
non-academic audience?
How can we make our research meaningful beyond the academic
realm and encourage industrial and academic collaboration?
What is the value and how to extend our research outcome
from a small academic peer to peer club to a broader interested
audience of professionals and students, …
Could there be alternatives to article writing? Is it possible for the
acts/modes of exposition to be practice-based as well?
What is the representational potential to develop alternative
methods of consuming a transitional fashion experience?
Is it ever possible to capture and represent all of the practical
methods incorporated in a PhD?
How can we ensure that the outcomes of our research is accessible
to the communities it impacts?
As a design researcher should part of your practice include
making? Is it ‘practice’ if you yourself are not creating?

DISSEMINATION/OUTPUT/USE

How do I find the best method to evaluate my work?
The reality gap: what are the ways to connect academic work to
the industry?
How do I manage the transition between children’s designs and
ideas and the realisation of those designs by skilled architects
constructors?
Should there ultimately be a designed output with practice-based
research?
Can the design contribute to a more effective and simple
divulgation of the scientific results?
How can I instigate a culture of openness and sincerity in the way
the different aspects of the design project that will be developed
are communicated to the various groups of people it will involve
over time?
How do we robustly account for the design researcher’s personal
experience, expectations and world-view in the analysis of data?
If the purpose of the PhD by practice is to transform one’s practice,
then are there particular types of questions that ought to be
considered in a PhD by research (i.e. not questions of history or
theory)? what is the better practice? How do we ensure the
designerly question avoids becoming pseudo-philosophical?
How to measure target audiences use of the product?
How can the format of the PhD embody / affect / activate alternate
knowledge systems?
What is the intention of design research? Relevance or rigour?
How can practice-based research reach a broader audience and
not only be discussed within the art and design community?
In a PhD by design, to what extent might it focus on iterative
process than terminal artefact/ ‘writing’, in which case when/what
is the end?
How can we move between digital and material artefacts?

In a participatory settings, such as workshop or exhibition where
audiences may be expected to complete the meaning of inquiry,
how do we acknowledge or incorporate their contributions?.

How can design research help change policy giving agency to users
who may not be part of the procurement process?

Must artefacts be accompanied by analysis?

How to measure the impact of communication design research?

What is an alternative to the formal journal paper?

Exhibitions and publications are the usual way of disseminating
practice-based research work. But what new ways should we be
exploring?
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Practice-based research in strategic design deals with open,
complex systems, which makes it nearly impossible to trace the
impact of our work. How do we defent our work?
How to think about sustainability in the context of PhD By Design
projects?
What kind of cultural and socio-ethical encounters did the
proposed Designedisposal asterism provoke?
How to balance function and form within the structural supportive
brace?
How can I link cultural theories with designing?
Can a demonstration of digital media mock-up be counted as a
practice-based research?
How can ensure that I produce high quality output of my practice?
Can a PhD be published entirely electronically and could a site
constitute the finished work?
Can I make a new archive of images through drawing that imposes
no restrictions on viewing, thereby enabling researchers to have
nore access to evidence about the past when a film is not widely
distributed or legally allowed to be broken up into stils?
How do you ensure that the partners and workshops run are of an
appropriate quality?
Life Behaviour Design is a fluid and dynamic atlas which, driven
by the logic of design, enhances the efficiency of organizational
structures using the behavioral evaluation parameter “demsico”.
How to share this model and transform it into an indicator of
development?
How would a new design research method be translated and
received by other disciplines out with a design context such as
sociology or anthropology?
Do outputs (such as artefacts) from the practice element bear
comparison with non-research based design activity?
How do we create valid modes of design research without
borrowing from the social sciences?
How can we objectively measure the effects of an Artwork, and
what bearing does this have on its status as a research output?
How experimental can an output or method of dessemination be
before it is deemed a inappropriate option?
Is ‘transferability’ a more suitable measure of dissemination for
design research than more typically positivist notions such as
‘validity’ and ‘generalisability’?
Is the classical dissemination tool, the scientific paper, effective to
spread the outcomes of a research on Systemic Design?
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How can the relevance of the research be measured and can it be
positioned in the academic world?
How can the ‘practice-based’ elements of the research be validated
out-with the design discipline?
How to disseminate a thesis that intends to bring knowledge to
two different subjects: art/design and science?
How can we allow people to use (and reproduce) the outcomes
of our research? (Tools and process instead of products)
A lot of these artefacts will be used to create debate and
discussions, to be then analysed. Is that enough work?
When writing about our own designed artefacts (in my case it is
teaching tools) could we say that the writing process is a
hermeneutical one? That is: we are writing about the development
of our own interpretation and understanding of our designed
artefact and its capabilities. So the output primarily is what comes
from our own interpretation of the experiments we have put
ourselves through?
What are the broad categories used to test and evaluate design
prototypes and how do I select the appropriate one(s)?
Supposing the academic paper template to be not always
sufficient, what other formats can be developed for sharing
artifacts and knowledge to make them accessible for further
developments or adaptions by others?
After experiencing a number of conference formats I would
love for my contribution/presentation to be memorable and
enjoyable - how do I confidently challenge an alternative approach
to presenting for the traditional academic conference format?
How can we as a community perhaps reflect the research by
through design ethos in our presentation style?
Is the process of commercial production or publication (of a
picture book, for instance) of research outcomes considered to be
dissemination of the research?
What does the end body of work look like? What format can it
take?
How theory and data analysis can be better integrated into
environments that value doing/making approaches rather than
thinking/theorizing?
What happens to the outcomes developed when the PhD finishes?
Can they be used by those who this was designed for, or does it
‘belong’ to the university?
How do we ensure that practice-based doctoral registrations
maintain their challenge and rigour when complying with
institutional regulations that require completion and
dissemination within a maximum of three years duration?

How might design methods limit particpants’ voices when
adapting tools and techniques to better involve these participants?
How much is useful for designers to explain their research by
making prototype and products?”
What criteria can be used to evaluate practice in design research?
Writing a thesis that interlaces video performativity throughout
has limitations, what alternatives are there in presenting this
material amidst a written exegesis?
Is the knowledge produced necessary to be reproducible?
What possibilites exist to best present practice-based work in the
shape of a text? (For publications, etc.)?
What could be the best strategies to disseminate my design work
while pursuing a PhD in Computing Science (HCI)?
Is the shunning of the classifications; decorative, attractive and
beauty part of a patriarchal discourse about progress?
How do we deal with different public/users of the research?
Different output for different public/users (other designers/artists;
academic community; users/wider public)?
What is design research’s fundamental contribution and impact
for other disciplines, included its value in methodology and
deliverables?
Can utilizing a bricolage approach in the design practice stages of
a research project provide a ‘multiperspectivism’ for designers?
How can service design structure a new exchange mechanism that
enables P2P interactions of social entrepreneurs to work with a
social currency ?
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OPEN DISCUSSION

SESSION 3

Is there a disconnect between the hand-made and digital
worlds?
How can we discover new ways to value and document the
significance of reciprocal moments while engaged in the
activity?
How can design researchers gain acceptance for the design
approach to research in interdisciplinary projects?
Can we formalize critique as a method of evaluation?
How can we measure the depth and quality of reflection to
make it account as evidence?
How do I best present the practice-based aspects of the PhD
within my thesis?
How do we sufficiently protect our IP in industrial
collaborative research projects without restriciting our
research?

How can experience be truly valued alongside scholarship?
What is the best way for me to document my practice
process?
What role does the professional development play in a
practice based design PhD?
I am based in a social sciences department with very strong
views on research methods/data analysis etc.: how do I
convince them that practice through design is a valid in the
context of research?
How do we create a greater understanding of design and
raise its profile as a discipline?
Can a scientific design research approach be able to change
and reshape the materials’ impact and need on the society?
How can I document the experimental part of my research in
an honest way?

What are the rules (is expected from) a practice-based PhD
in Design, and can we go beyond?

How can we measure the impact on non-designers’ ways
of working after participating in a design research project?

How to do research that is truly cross-disciplinary, gaining
from all of the chosen fields – without it becoming
homeless, jack-of-all-trades?

What is a PhD for for designers? Does it have a place beyond
mere academic qualification? Can it really impact othe
realms of practice?

How can an ephemeral and intangible emotional
experience relate or be induced by the fashion image
garment/artefact?

How to incorporate and balance commercial success without
losing valuable content?

Is there a structured practical solution for effectively
managing the various layers of a PhD, for example, theory,
practice, data, analysis etc which accounts for all of your
hard work?
Is design research sustainable as a practice?
What are the types of knowledge emerges from the
prototyping phases of a project?
How can we promote a research model that is relevant
in a number of areas, especially where disciplines
collaborate.
How can designers be a catalyst for public debates?
Does research require analysis and argument or do these
aspects of the research canon no longer have or need to
have currency?
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What are the ethical relationships between researcher and
artist?
Is it more appropriate to define or to describe one’s own
research approach?
Working on an interdisciplinary project – how can both
disciplines profit from the collaboration?
Where are all the examiners who are able to examine
‘subject’, but also tolerate the ambiguities and evolving
priorities of a PhD by design?
“What does design research look like?”
In what ways does design research from academic
institutions influence industry? (is there a better word for
industry?)
What is the role of philosophy in design research?

How can new, collaborative, and innovative forms of
practice-based research be assessed and examined at PhD
level?
By what criteria should be judge practice-based design
research, and who has tried to answer this question so far?
Why PhD By Design?
How can design practice advocacy lead to social partnership
opportunities, reconnecting London’s presently fragmented
waste management services with local community of users
and citizens?
What compromise will be needed in the design approach?
How historical repetitive elements of space is understood in
the contemporary design fields?
What kind of practice can be an outcome for PhD practice
based research?
How can I have a balance between the practice and the
writing of thesis?
What role does the Internet play in supervision. Are there
any products such as Moodle for PhD supervisors and
students to interact on or is a face to face relationship
essential?
Given that documentary film from the 1950s, made by and
about women, has not been a priority to conserve in
archives, can I use drawing to redress the gender imbalance
in the historical retellings of education history?
How do you quantify wellbeing in design research?
Could we consider the role of the designer as ethnographer?
How to develop qualitative drivers of innovation, such
as nudge, empathy, and consider them factors of economic
development?
How to obtain benefits within the process of research?
How can you harness your methods to collaborate with
participants who display challenging behaviour?
Currently research is described as being either practice
based or not. Is there value in establishing a hybrid
position?
“
If design is a collective / collaborative practice how do we
reconfigure doctoral study to allow for this?”
To what degree does critical reflection help or hinder the
creative process of an artist, and is this different for different
forms, processes and audiences?
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How is the practice assessed by scholars?
What is the place of emotional dissonance in design-led
research with participants?
What are the similarities & differences between design
research in academia & that undertaken in commercial
design? Can they positively inform each other?
As the design moves more and more in different fields
related to social, economy, environmental responsibility,
psychology, how should evolve the Designer figure and
especially the Systemic Designer?
To what extent should artists and designers be trained in
understanding the political economy when working in
public space context?
How is dissemination and impact measured?
How can jewellery “become the body”?
How can we avoid being instrumentalized by institutions
to support ‘window-dressing’ and gentrification agendas?
How do practice based PhDs vary from institution to
insitution- does Goldsmiths have its own ‘signature’
approach?
I would like to hear some examples about how to choose
between following one informant’s processes in depth
instead of following several that might inform on a
comparative level.
Will many of the issues be reduced once there is a
substantial cohort of PhD graduates who can act as
supervisors?
How is practice-based research different from practice-led
research and where do they overlap?
Why is it that some people draw air through their teeth
when I say I am curious about bringing participatory design
and critical design together in and through my research?
What is the relationship between practice-based research in
design and in art?
How can we measure the impact of design research?
Should not practice-based research be a crucial approach
to any kind of design research? Otherwise it would be just
social science investigating design related themes.
How to evaluate the outcomes developed when dealing with
people whose cognitive functions are affected?
Can we use the ontology of designing to support the methodology
of practice-based research?

How to deal with academic publishing practices, institutions and
formats regarding design research’s specific needs and forms of
knowledge?
How might design approaches within an NHS ethical approval
system limit the generation of valuable forms of evidence?
Could the practice be a possibility for introducing theoretical
research to companies?
How can design research be integrated within other fields of
research to develop a more holistic approach?
As Practice as Research grows, is there an alternative to the
research journal article, where can differences be found in
disseminating PaR?
What is the essential difference between design research by
designer and by design researcher?
How to publish the work of a successful phD-Project? (How to
make it accessible?)
How can I define my work as practice-based research and what
defines it?
To what extent should thought or calculating thinking, be part of
the process of design?
Instead of creating knowledge through refinement, is there
knowledge created by making a mess?
What is an ideal paradigm of design research? practice-led or
others
What is the potential for including a combined analytical
framework of critical hermeneutics and multimodal social
semiotics support the planning, practice and post-practice analysis
of designers?
How can we transform personal idle capacities into opportunities
by giving shape to a service as framework to adapt to current
conditions in P2P interactions?
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Sessions
DOCUMENTATION
SESSION 1: doing/making/planning
SESSION 2: dissemination/output/use
SESSION 3: open discussion
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Session 1
DOING/MAKING/PLANNING
Space A

Presenters
Andrea Gaiardo
Department of Architecture and
Design, Politecnico di Torino
Kakee Scott
Strategic Design and Management,
Parsons the New School for Design
Paris Branch and Lancaster Univesity
Miriam Bicocca
DAD Department of Architecture and
Design, Politecnico di Torino
Olga Noronha
Goldsmiths, University of London

WHAT ABOUT INTERDISCIPLINARITY?

Discussant: Robert Young
Chair: Galen Macdonald

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Which are the milestones process to organize a design research?
Has anyone created a typology of Design PhD’s and the extent to
which these PhD’s adopt structures, concepts and priorities from other
disciplines?
What are the boundaries drawn between practice-led and practice- based
research? Are these terms still useful?
How can we build a multidisciplinary network to share the different
essary competences?
What do you consider to be the best way to methodologically explain a
practice-based research that focuses on both quantitative and qualitative
analysis?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•

Session 1 / Space A
MAKING / DOING / USING
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WHAT ABOUT INTERDISCIPLINARITY?

Discussant: replacement for Kay
Chair: replacement for Treechada

•
•
•

Ambiguity leading to new, more questions.
Learning how to be a critical friend.
Making contexts and relationships.
Concept of the interdisciplinary migrant.
The designer as a sailor? Geography oceans, mapping migrations between
disciplines.
Role of Design: to offer a safer, democratic future.
Design as a broad culture that sometimes talks to itself.
Are designers aesthetic travellers?

Session 1
MAKING/DOING/PLANNING
Space B

Presenters
Alison Mayne,
Art & Design Department
Sheiffield Hallam University
Anne Prahl
London College of Fashion
Helen Stokes,
Royal College of Art
Elene Brebenel
Central Saint Martins
University of Arts London
Karolina Szynalska
Education & Architecture
University of Cambridge &
University of Lincoln
John Fass
Visual Communication
Royal College of Art
Dee Henessy
Lancaster University
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HOW TO CONNECT WITH ACTORS BEYOND ACADEMIA?

Discussant: Ian Gwilt
Chair: Maria Portugal

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Is the current popularity of ‘craftism’ undermining or empowering social
action through making?
●
How do we balance the various elements of the research/design process and
academic requirements to allow enough time and space for ‘proper’ design?
What counts as practice?
[for example: do visual maps of thinking count as practice?]
How does the financing/procurement type impact the end product/design?
●
How do we assist academic staff registrations of real-world problem
solving, design practice-based research with industry collaborators?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The presentations and discussion highlighted how engagement, immersion,
working with people is all about building trust.
Should it be a question about how to maintain the connection? ●
How to connect the questions with the questions? ●
Actors to connect with: industry, funders, users/participants, who else? ●
Big question: managing ethics of exchange & collaboration within media
technologies? ●
To genuinely engage with actors beyond academia, we need to ensure
their responses & contributions are seen as more valid and not dismissed as
vernacular.
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HOW TO WORK WITH THE POLITICS OF PARTICIPATION?

Discussant: Mathilda Tham
Chair: Alison Thomson

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Can we ensure ethical conduct when engaging vulnerable groups or young
demographics within design research using methods such as cultural
probes, critical design artefacts or participatory design?
How do you evaluate the value of design in causing change?
When working with vulnerable young demographics, how participatory can
participatory design methods truly be?
How do you balance the importance of the experience of working with
people with the ways you record it?
How do I successfully recruit a small sample of high quality and reliable
participants a) choosing only the really keen folk who are wonderfully
creative, optimistic and ‘pro-design’ or, b) scaring really interesting and less
pro-design folk away with the participatory and experimental nature of the
inclusion of design in/through the research?
How to gather stakeholders outside from academia to support participatory
action research when there is no immediate short-term return?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•

How to build trust?
Who owns the research?
Different levels of collaboration.
Genuine need for participation?
Long term responsibility relating to collaborative approach.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Participatory ownership and authorship, how this impacts the process and
research?
A change of mood s difficult to capture, so how do we capture participation?
What media are relevant? Do we need to anyway?
Trusting yourself in choosing the research path.
Can we impact the meaning of our project goals/focus to encourage wider
participation? To make the project more relevant to engaged groups?
Expanding beyond the comfort zone.
How to deal with power hierarchies with participants and gate keepers?
Negotiating where I fit within this. Not wanting to be viewed as a figure of
authority by participants.
There are always balancing acts and levels of everything. There is no best
answer.
Ethics in design and believing in ourselves as PhD researchers.
We need to take responsibility both access and learning.
Recording can be done in personal ways.
The concept of “re-languaging” your process when talking to different people:
how does this impact your choice of literature within your thesis?
Everyone should get something out from participation, not only researchers.
Building capacity and empowerment.
How do you know you have planned enough as there is always unseen issues
that arise?
Documentation: we can design that way we document our work. Can we
maybe do participatory documentation as well?
Think ahead make time or planning time and reflecting time.
Questions of how to construct a valid timeline when a large part of the process
is out of your control?
Considering different levels of participation in order to build trust, have access,
being aware of relationship created with participants and how to leave the
field.
How we become owner-involved in the process of recording our studies and
not missing anything with own research?
What training do designers need to do collaborative/participatory research
well?
What does it mean to try and pose a PhD which aims to help with a social
problem, how does criticality play into this?
Re-designing the methods for conducting our own research.
How to overcome… of design methods in participatory research?
How can you give back to the participants? Can smaller, rougher results be
given back more frequently?
Building empowerment vs. burden of empowerment – participation as being
active knowing about taking responsibility, people don’t always want to be
empowered.
Making field notes – how much detail is too much detail? No right or wrong
but needs more discussion.
Participatory authorship?
How can we set up trust in design research when involving people?
What about engaging non-vulnerable groups, or even not so humble ones, like
doing research about designers, architects and engineers?
Have confidence in the decisions you make as a design researchers record
reflection it.
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HOW TO WRESTLE WITH THE GAP BETWEEN THEORY AND
PRACTICE?

Discussant: Paolo Plotegher
Chair: Bianca Elzenbaumer

INITIAL QUESTIONS
What is a good structure to make time for reading, writing, making?
How does one’s practice talk to one’s thesis?
When to start writing?
Can objects without theoretical analysis be research?
How to write yourself into the thesis?
How to deal with the gap between practice and reflecting on/writing
about it?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•

•
•
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Feel confident to build methodology out of your own practice and experiences.
Taking the minor and the micro and contextualizing its wider impact from
micro politics to macro politics?
Consider the role of the researcher, it’s unstable, it’s privileged, it’s multi
dimensional. The wrestling continues, but collectively discussing how to
wrestle helps... Strengthen designs reputation within interdisciplinary
framework.
How optimistic can we be about change – will online innovative publishing
gain new recognition for design?
Philosophy as a print of inspiration and reflection on the context we work in/
on and how own work will contribute to either affirm or transform it Is the
PhD imperative enough for design practices?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Design methodology following its own kwiks? Apply its own forms of
knowledge.
Theory as something that can have an impact also on your subjectivity - not
how is designed for a design practice
Finding ways to pass knowledge on and to open it to discussion – what is there
to experiment with beyond the thesis? Distinguishing between the practice of
design and the product of design.
Can Design studies answer questions about ethics and power or do I have to go
to the social sciences for those answers?
What does design research bring through practice that theory does not?
Writing as practice.
How to change the paradigms on how people see design as a process? How do
our ways of seeing and making feed into ways of saying?
How to look critical to a PhD, questioning forms, aims and content... Do we
stand by the absurdity enough?
Ok, we all agree that practice based isn’t yet equipped with the tools to make
it recognizable way of producing knowledge within the wider academic
context (and beyond that in society). How then to move beyond this? Is it our
personal guest? Makes me feel a bit depressed...
Manipulate 2 modes of thinking: analytical thinking & explorative thinking
What is your position in the research?
Designing new methodologies. Main body of practice: imagination driven and
objective value sharing, comes after the practice
Practice-led research, lacking strong methodology, relating your practice to a
wider context, creating your own methodology and using it as tool box, using
theory in order to create your practice.
Develop a language where we track, map and validate how theory is used, not
how right it is.
Designer have a unique position in academia, bringing the gap between
academic research and society.
Reconstruct methodological certainty through design practice. How is
knowledge produced and passed on?
How to validate design practice as alternative to academic disciplines/
methodologies?
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EXPLORING METHODS OF MAKING AND RECORDING

Discussant: Jon Rogers
Chair: Matthew Plummer-Fernandez

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How can we, as researchers rigorously document our practical research in an
effective and useful way?
How can we shift the focus of design (research) from ‘making things’
to ‘making things happen’?
How resolved do my fictional artefacts need to be and is a collection of
them enough to form my practice based work?
What are the broad categories used to test and evaluate design
prototypes and how do I select the appropriate one(s)?
How can I meaningfully combine the messy, intuitive and
un-regulated ways of developing design projects I am used to, with
the thorough methodical and disciplined approach I feel is required to
satisfactorily complete a PhD?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
Precede/Proceed: Health evaluation tool
•
Transcripts, theme analysis?
•
What do I do with transcripts of interview workshops?
•
Ethics process can be very wrong!
•
Do it in your own way.
•
Practice/Writing – separate universes?
•
Writing as a form of sketching.
•
At what point does experience become knowledge?
•
Viva, reliving your experience.
•
Write it by hand to make it tactile
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WHAT ABOUT INTERDISCIPLINARITY?

HOW CAN WE REACH NON-ACADEMIC AUDIENCES?

Discussant: Ian Gwilt
Chair: Maria Portugal

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How to balance function and form within the structural supportive brace?
Is ‘transferability’ a more suitable measure of dissemination for design
search than more typically positivist notions such as ‘validity’ and
‘generaliability’?
Does the design industry need to be more accountable for design graduates
development?
Is the shunning of the classifications; decorative, attractive and beauty part
of a patriarchal discourse about progress?
How do we deal with different public/users of the research?
Different output for different public/users (other designers artists;
academic community; users/wider public)?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•

Educating non-academic audiences as we go.
How to deal with different audiences?
How do we validate knowledge residing in artifacts and images?
What is the role of the audience?
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HOW TO REPRESENT RESEARCH PRACTICE IN INVENTIVE WAYS?

Discussant: Robert Young
Chair: Galen Mcdonald

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Could there be alternatives to article writing? Is it possible for the acts
modes of exposition to be practice-based as well?
Is it ever possible to capture and represent all of the practical methods
incorporated in a PhD?
Should there ultimately be a designed output with practice-based research?
Can the design contribute to a more effective and simple divulgation of the
scientific results?
Do outputs (such as artefacts) from the practice element bear comparison
with non-research based design activity?
Can utilizing a bricolage approach in the design practice stages of a research
project provide a ‘multiperspectivism’ for designers?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let the research question change and be honest about it.
Narrative process
Bricolage your way to knowledge.
Research – lumps of practice
Commonality of purpose in a group – same tensions emerge.
Who is the audience for the practice and for the thesis?
In Design research eclecticism is important
Who is the audience?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research practice, inventive or authentic, research has a methodology but not a
practice. Do words explain your practice in better ways rather that the finished
products itself ?
What is the contribution of knowledge?
Only when you get to the end can you ask the question.
The practice output as a design story.
Use of metaphors in design and science research to move to inventive problems.
Learning through design.
Exploring the weird

NB: As no comments on post-its exist for this session, these notes have been
made by the organisers listening to the audio recording of the session.
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HOW CAN WE EVALUATE THE IMPACT OF DESIGN RESEARCH?

Discussant: Jon Rogers
Chair: Alison Thomson

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How can we ensure that the outcomes of our research is accessible to the
communities it impacts?
How do I find the best method to evaluate my work?
How do we robusbly account for the design researcher’s personal
experience, expectations and world-view in the analysis of data?
What is the intention of design research? Relevance or rigour?
How do we measure design research success?
Is the knowledge produced necessary to be reproducible?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Where does the bus to the future stop? I like not knowing where I am going
with this. But I hope to finish it one day
The implicit impact of the institution, how do you access it? Do you need to?
Is it Ok to jump though loops of quantitative validation if it opens doors to
engage scientific communities? Does the validation have to wear quantitative
data?
You don’t have to be a designer to design, or do research in design.
What are the breakthrough ideas for challenging conventional value
structures?
Design not only as a proposing solutions but as visualising problems.
Grassroots shared values.
Starting from impact and designing in the reserve process ·

•
•
•
•
•
•
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What is design evidence?
How do we define the values derived from design researchers?
Create impact that will take you to where you want to be. ·
What kind of researcher do you want to be?
How do the participants see the impact ?
How does the researcher feed the impact ...
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HOW TO DEAL WITH CO-PRODUCED RESEARCH OUTPUTS?

Discussant: Paolo Plotegher
Chair: Bianca Elzenbaumer

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How can design research help change policy giving agency to users who
have not been part of the procurement process?
How might design methods limit participants voices?
How to measure the impact of communication design research?
How can we objectively measure the effects of an artwork, and what
beaing does this have on its status as research output?
What are the pitfalls to be avoided with output and dissemination of
practice-based approach?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Respecting an ethical conscience between researcher and client
Communication Dissemination of findings to the stakeholders?
How is the decision made?
Think about the place of co-designed objects and artifacts as tactile
manifestations of the research journey. Place the collaborative, co-written
thesis chapters in co-designed research?
How else could/should we write for the participants?
Tribes and territories
The output needs to be relevant to both designer and participants.
Consider the value of the work you produce through your collaborations – can
they use it? How are the benefits?
Reflect on the areas in your research where your participants redefine your
research trajectory.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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How to disseminate findings back to participants, which are perhaps
negative? Could be received negativity? What authority do I have making such
claims?
Me, you – collaboration, creativity, co-production Need to build trust and
respect. How do we ensure we disseminate the PhD/thesis/learning in the
language of our participants/collaborators and .... academically ?
Empower people involved in co-creating knowledge: final methods to make
that they also learn and are transformed by the research process.
Findings ways to incorporate different theoretical and language registers into
the body of written thesis- including texts that one actually accessible to the
people/audience that matters to you.
We could write up our theses with our non-academy collaborators (or at least
include a chapter of co-written material).
When co-producing knowledge/research (output) how can we create
meaningful moments that break down/undo the intrinsic power relations
that shape the way research is carried out, whether we want in or not?
Collaborators/peers.
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HOW CAN WE DISSEMINATE PRACTICE-BASED RESEARCH
BEYOND THE ACADEMIC ARTICLE?

Discussant: Juliet Sprake
Chair: Matthew Plummer-Fernandez

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Supposing the academic paper template to be not always sufficient,
what other formats can be developed for sharing artifacts and knowledge
to make them accessible for further developments or adaptions by others?
In a PhD by design, to what extent might it focus on iterative process than
terminal artefact/ ‘writing’, in which case when what is the end?
Exhibitions and publications are the usual way of disseminating
practice-based research work.
But what new ways should we be exploring?
Can a PhD be published entirely electronically and could a site
constitute the finished work?
How experimental can an output or method of dissemination be before it is
deemed a inappropriate option?
What happens to the outcomes developed when the PhD finishes?
Can they be used by those who this was designed for, or does it ‘belong’ to
the university?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
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Adjust your mode of dissemination regarding your real peers which are not
academic by force
Choose your reviews based on the target of your research, choose your
audience.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Push the boundaries: peer reviewers? University impact? Who assesses can
work and who review counts post-PhD?
Different thought processes drawing. Alternative forms of journals.
Are research social networks an effective tool to share knowledge and
disseminate research? What makes sense?
Reflect on the research Blog, good idea. Can artifacts be peer-reviewed?
Who are your peer-reviewers?
Studio as drafting facility
Communicate to the people that will actually be readers of your PhD
How much does the work speak for itself ?
Find a place for academic cuddles. ·
New methodologies, access. ·
What is your moral obligation?
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WHAT DOES DESIGN RESEARCH LOOK LIKE?

Discussant: Ian Gwilt
Chair: Alison Thomson

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How do I best present the practice-based aspects of the PhD within
my thesis?
How to deal with academic publishing practices, institutions and formats
regarding design research’s specific needs and forms of knowledge?
How can I document the experimental part of my research in an
honest way?
What is the essential difference between design research by designer and
by design researcher?
Should there ultimately be a designed output with practice-based research?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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WHAT ABOUT INTERDISCIPLINARITY?

•

Hybridity is key: intra, inter, multi, cross, trans, extra.
How do we capture, present, interpret the process rather than the artifact?
How to raise the significance and recognition of process?
How to collect and convey design research?
Explore video documentation possibilities?
Embrace the messy-ness
Thoughts around making as process
Finding the rationale for interrogating your own practice and making it into the PhD
format.
“Designers Lens” How do design-researchers and audience read process?
Should we reveal process as output?
Designer as a facilitator of experiences. We tend to under play the design acts in our
research.
Objectivity: can we capture truth? Or is it always interpretation? Subjectivity: use of
metaphors to elicit responses, reflection and provocation.
How to visually represent doubts, lacks and complex paths of your research process?
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HOW TO DECIDE ON MY APPROACH AND FORMAT OF SUBMISSION?
Discussant: Alex Wilkie
Chair: Matthew Plummer- Fernandez
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INITIAL QUESTIONS

Ramyah Gowrishankar
Department of Design
Aalto University School of Arts
Design and Architecture
Riikka Townsend
Design Department, School of Art
Design and Architecture
Aalto University
Stefanie Egger
Science & Technology Studies,
Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt

What are the rules of a practice-based PhD in Design, and can we go beyond?
Is there a structured practical solution for effectively managing the various
layers of a PhD, for example, theory, practice, data, analysis etc.?
By what criteria should be judge practice-based design research, and who
has tried to answer this question so far?
Currently research is described as being either practice-based or not. Is there
value in establishing a hybrid position?
How do practice based PhDs vary from institution to institution
Does Goldsmiths have its own ‘signature’ approach?
What kind of practice can be an outcome for PhD practice-based research?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
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How do we mediate that which is not linguistic in practice-based research?
Each country has its own regulations and each institution its own
interpretations.
Who is the research for? Examiners, supervisors, community of practice, the
people involved, people with special requirements, publics and audiences…
If you submit a exhibition, how will it be archived and be made
understandable also in twenty years time?

•
•
•
•
•

What qualifies as an outcome?
Who does benefit from your research? Who is your work relevant to?
Writing about the mess so that other people can learn from it as well.
We might celebrate mess, because design work is exploratory and we pull from
many different places.
What is analogous to replicability?

NB: As no comments on post-its exist for this session, these notes have been made
by the organisers listening to the audio recording of the session
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HOW TO VALUE THE KNOWLEDGE AND EFFECTS PRODUCED
THROUGH DESIGN RESEARCH?

Discussant: Kim Trogal
Chair: Bianca Elzenbaumer
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What are the types of knowledge that emerge from the prototyping phase
of a project?

Naomi Bueno de Mesquita
Design Academy Eindhoven

To what extent should designers be trained to understand the political
economy when working in public space?

Rita Maldonado Branco
University of Porto
Ricardo Saint Clair
Politecnico di Milano

INITIAL QUESTIONS

How to evaluate the outcomes when dealing with people whose cognitive
functions are affected?
Is higher-education responsible for the employability of design graduates?
Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Value from whose perspective? Value of beauty Tacit knowledge
The designer as performer, communication of tacit knowledge How can we
visualise value?
How to work and negotiate across difference or different set of values ?
Things that seem vulnerable in my research can be different in others – but not
at first look.
In nearly every co-design project we could argue that we create the value for
our participants that they can affect change. I wonder how we can measure
the on-going ripples of this outside of the project.
Value for whom? Economic, collaboration, confirmation, continuation,
sustaining
What are the hierarchies of value and relation to technology/methods/outputs
for the different people?
Objects may be purposeless but generate a different way of seeing – this
has value. The value of research by design is the unexpected. Purposeless
generative, random events, meetings, processes, around production

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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How can we begin to document and write about the effect of tacit experiences
we
observe when making, facilitating? How can we communicate the value of
facilitated observations? How to work/acknowledge different values ever ....
Ones?
How to not project your own values + allow for non-deterministic approachesshaped
of thesis. A ground matters studying of making. Celebrate, put craftiness,
show Design research is layered with valuable aspects of tacit-knowledge:
moments,interactions, ...
The importance of considering our position in society when we evaluate the
outcomes we produce.
Are there values different per different social groups?
The need to find ways to flag up now a project produces values that don’t
fall into conventional economic values. What about values not consider in a
capitalist society?
How can design accommodate difference – and generate value through that?
Adapt communication, to share research with different audiences Design
working across differences – the mediating, facilitating, engaging
communities.
HE supporting careers tracks issue students. Fab Labs with similar status to
the community centres, art centres, museums.
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HOW TO INTEGRATE DESIGN RESEARCH WITH OTHER FIELDS?

Discussant: Jennifer Gabrys
Chair: Maria Portugal

INITIAL QUESTIONS
How can we promote a research model that is relevant in a number of
areas, especially where disciplines collaborate?
●
I am based in a social sciences department with very strong views on
research methods/data analysis etc.: how do I convince them that practice
through design is a valid in the context of research?
●
Working on an interdisciplinary project – how can both disciplines profit
from the collaboration?
●
Could we consider the role of the designer as ethnographer?
How to develop qualitative drivers of innovation, such as nudge, empathy,
and consider them factors of economic development?
●
How to obtain benefits within the process of research? ●
Why is it that some people draw air through their teeth when I say I am
curious about bringing participatory design and critical design together in
and through my research? ●
How can design research be integrated within other fields of research to
develop a more holistic approach?

Thoughts and questions collected at the end of the session:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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How to gain trust with other fields through illustrating design methods?
Pushing boundaries and trying to create a set of methodologies of design.
A network of got-to-be design researchers.
A new journal at Goldsmiths 2015?
Designers should write to publish – but perhaps in a subtly or entirely
different way.
Theoretical justification can be based on experiments and explorations.
Dissemination is important to ensure everyone can learn together. Ways to
bridge the academy and design research – make it bridge also the linguistics/
discourse and the visual, method, make, do.
Questions about publication of design-led research: the impact of dynamism
in the dissemination process of practice based research.
Are there any ways of making communication and publication more
appealing?
How do different formats of research help design to populate other disciplines?
Practice-led journal, adjust to presenting design research.
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HOW TO CONSIDER THE IMPACT, SUCCESS AND
SUSTAINABILITY OF DESIGN RESEARCH?

Discussant: Juliet Sprake
Chair: Galen Mcdonald

INITIAL QUESTIONS
Can we formalize critique as a method of evaluation?
Is design research sustainable as a practice?
How to incorporate and balance commercial success without losing
valuable content?
How can design practice advocacy lead to social partnership opportunities,
reconnecting London’s presently fragmented waste management services
with local community of users and citizens?
How can we avoid being instrumentalized by institutions to support
‘window-dressing’ and gentrification agendas?
Could the practice be a possibility for introducing theoretical research
to companies?

Sorry, but no comments on post-its nor audio recording exist for this session.
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Breakfast Activity
DOCUMENTATION
At the PhD By Design conference we asked 90 PhD researchers to
map the information resources that they use and find useful.
We have compiled these as lists in the following sections.
If you know of any other resources to add to this list,
please let us know: phdbydesign@gold.ac.uk
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WHAT TECHNOLOGY/WEBSITES/APPS WOULD YOU
RECOMMEND FOR MAKING RESEARCH EASIER?

TECHNOLOGY:
Scrivener (writing)
Scapple (mapping stuff)
Zotero (references, organizing notes and transcriptions)
Evernote (online notebook – professional version has
OCR recognition so you can scan and digitalise your notes)
Mendeley (reference manager)
Sensecam – for participant ethnography, makes an image
every couple of seconds
Wacom Pen – to animate/scan participants drawings
WEBSITES:
Bookends (Referencing software)
Endnote (Referencing software)
Google Drive
Linkedin
Academia.edu
maketools.com
cowbird.com (story telling website, really beautiful)
Sanders (lots of great papers and design tool ideas ->
free downloads)
Ethos
Slideshare
www.designresearchtequniches.com
Open Street Map
Dropbox
DPP – Design Philosophy Papers
Google Sketch Up
Thinkbuzan.com (how to mindmap)
Google Bookmarks
Trello (organiser)
instructables.com
APPS:
VoodooPad
Storify (putting together different materials – writings, clips,
recordings, etc.)
Notability (for iPad)
PhD Design List
DRS mailing list
#nsmnss “Blogs on Blurring the Boundaries”
Sage Research Methods Online (SRMO)
Design Calls (Journal)
J.A.R – Journal Artistic Research (Journal)
Open Humanities Press Technographies
SHE JI – Journal Shanghai
Mellel (word processor)
Twitter
TeuxDeux (to-do app)
Coffictvity – streams sound of a coffee shop at work
Pomodoro Timer (physical or app)
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WHAT (DESIGN) CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS WOULD
YOU RECOMMEND NOT TO MISS?

European Academy of Design
Nordes, Sweden 2015
DART
Design4Health, Sheffield – July 14-16 2015
Serious Games
ServDes, Lancaster
Visual Insights, Newcastle
ELIA, Glasgow, 13-15 November 2014
Building Local Resilience: Architecture on a Human Scale, Sheffield School of Architecture, September 2015
Include, London
AHRC events
London Doctoral Design Centre events
Glasgow School of Art Research Conference, 4 December 2014
Sheffield Docfest, June 5-10 2015
Research Through Design, Cambridge, 25th – 27th March 2015
SKIP (skills in practice), UAL/UCA (from 2012/3)
Society of the query
Design Research Society
Parse Conference
Participatory Design Conference
Design Indaba
RSA events
REUSE China, sponsored by the British Council
Typo Talks (Berlin and San Francisco)
Designing Interactive Systems (DIS)
Computer Human Interaction conference (CHI) 2015
MAKING, Norway (2012)
Design Thinkers, Toronto
In the loop, Glasgow 2015 (knitting)
DESIS Network, conferences, calls, events, cluster of R&D departments with Design Schools (social innovation & sustainability)
Cumulus Conferences
Sensuous Knowledge, Norway
Insight 2015, 23rd – 24th January 2015, India
Disruptive Innovation Festival
CREST – research summer school
PhD student workshop, Coventry University
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ANY GOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTES YOU KNOW OF?

Lab4Living, Sheffield
C3RT!
Cultural Lab, Newcastle University
Institute of Design Innovation at Glasgow School of Art (InDI)
Craft Council, UK
Design Council, UK
Institute for Network Cultures, NL
Helen Hamlyn Centre, Royal College of Art
Medea Research Institute, Malmö
Interaction Design Institute Copenhagen
Interactive Institute of Sweden
CRISP, Netherlands
Body-Data-Space (London)
CREST, Consortium for Research Excellence, Support and Training

ANY ADVICE ON FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES?

EPSRC
AHRC
Switzerland: HES-SO, SNF
Horizon 2020
Women in Research Practice

ANY ADVICE ON POST-DOCTORAL OPPORTUNITIES?

UK: Leverhulme Trust (very obscure/competitive)
Germany: Akademie Schloss Solitude, not just for post-doc research but also for post-MA, they have bursaries between 6 and 12
months and a good production budget
Jobs.ac.uk
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PHDBYDESIGN.COM
Twitter @phddesigngold
Facebook /PhDbyDesign
#phdbydesign
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